slaughtered animal meat.

The current letter is the 7th letter of the Arabic alphabet, representing the sound "nun." The word "nun" is often used to describe the action of sacrificing an animal for religious or cultural purposes. In the context of the document, it likely refers to the killing of animals for consumption, which is a common practice in many cultures.

The text includes terms such as "slaughter," "meat," and "animal," indicating a focus on the act of sacrificing animals and the resulting meat. This is consistent with the context of the document, which seems to be discussing the religious or cultural significance of sacrificing animals.

The text also contains a variety of terms related to religion, culture, and sacrifice, such as "Islamic," "sacrifice," and "animal," suggesting a connection to religious practices involving the sacrifice of animals.

Overall, the document appears to be discussing the act of sacrificing animals and the cultural or religious significance of this practice, particularly in the context of the Arabic alphabet and language.
lending, communication, connection, liaison, tie, connective, linkage, jointure, copula, copulation, juncture, junction.

severance of political relations.

friendly relations.
to establish (set up),
communication or relation (ship), to contact.

political and cultural relationships.

fourth.

fourthly, report.

pension, ration.

(bot.) rosin, colophony.

h'ly, holm.

referring, returning, recurrent, relapsing.

concerning, regarding.

on the subject of, apropos of, about, with regard to, in connection with.

آرایی راجع به یک موضوع تعریض

didn't he say anything about (concerning, regarding) money?

the twelfth letter of the Persian alphabet representing the number 200 in the Arabic numerical alphabet.

a participle suffixed to a noun or a pronoun as a sign of the definite direct object as in: خا (از ان و یاد کنید) = sell the house, to replace یا, یه, etc., which are placed before the definite indirect object as in: پرخ را یک کردند = he said nothing to his son, to replace یا which is placed before an indefinite indirect object (as in: جای یک زنده = he had no home).

I saw him.

or یا, دو به.

they took the book.

کتاب یا را دانست.

راه حجار یا برید.

slug, shell-less snail.

liaison, copula.

چرخ این، ولعطق،

communicator, intermediary go-between, connector, connecter, joiner, linker, connective, communicating, copulative, binder.

liaison officer.

copulative (linking) verb.

invertebrate.

to fix in the mind.

to commit to memory.

amnesia, forgetting.

having a good memory.

possession, having.

twelfth Arabic lunar month.

the eleventh Arabic lunar month.

of dignity or rank, respectable.

dignified.

twelfth Arabic lunar month.

toanimate.

dziحق، ساحب حق، حق، حقوق، جشن، جشنواره، جدید، جدیدی، جامع، جامعی، جامع، جامعی.

wise.

wink.

toanimate.

tofix.

of dignity or rank, dignified.

hono(u)rable.

sensible.

interested, concerned.

vertebrate.